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Detailed kinetic model for hexyl sulfide pyrolysis
and its desulfurization by supercritical water†
Caleb A. Class, ‡ AnGayle K. Vasiliou, § Yuko Kida,¶ Michael T. Timko 8 and
William H. Green *
A detailed reaction network is proposed for the pyrolysis and desulfurization of hexyl sulfide in the
presence or absence of both supercritical water (SCW) and hexadecane, but without any added H2
or catalyst, for T = 400–450 1C. The new kinetic model is developed using the Reaction Mechanism
Generator (RMG) software where most of the rate coefficients are derived from quantum chemical
calculations. We previously reported that pentane, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are major
products of hexyl sulfide desulfurization in SCW, but not in the anhydrous pyrolysis of hexyl sulfide. The
observation of CO and CO2 in the reaction products indicates that water effectively acts as a hydrogen
source; presumably this assists in sulfur reduction to H2S. Kinetic parameters for several of the important
reactions are calculated using transition state theory and quantum chemical calculations at the CBS-
QB3 level of theory and then further refined using CCSD(T)-F12//cc-pVTZ-F12 single point energies.
Predictions from the new kinetic model agree with factor-of-2 accuracy with new and previously
published experimental data for hexyl sulfide conversion and for yields of most major products, either
neat or in a hexadecane solvent, both in the presence and absence of SCW. Flux analysis was then used
to identify the most important reaction steps, and sensitivity analysis was used to propose reactions that
should be studied further in the future to decrease the model’s uncertainty. This study establishes
the molecular role of water as diluent, hydrogen bond donor, and reductant in the decomposition of
hexyl sulfide. Future work to add molecular weight growth pathways to the model would lead to a more
complete mechanism, resulting in improved predictions of product yields.
1 Introduction
The ability to generate predictive kinetic models is valuable for
many systems, ranging from process and product design1 to
engines2,3 and large-scale atmospheric models.4 The primary
goal of chemical kinetic models is to make predictions of
the dynamic composition of a particular mixture held under
specified reaction conditions. The model prediction can then
be compared with experimental data for validation. In many
systems of technological importance, the chemistry is complex,
involving hundreds of reactive intermediates. For this reason,
systematic construction of chemical kinetic models by computer
algorithms and databases is becoming increasingly attractive.
Several research groups have developed software that automates
model generation.2,5–12 Our own efforts in this direction have
resulted in the development of the Reaction Mechanism Generator
(RMG), an open source software package for automatic mecha-
nism generation.13 RMG offers several potentially useful features,
including the ability to predict sulfur chemistry and reaction
rates.14
Automated mechanism generation might be particularly
useful for modeling petroleum chemistry. Petroleum consists
of many thousands of structures, meaning that manual gene-
ration of reaction mechanisms is prohibitively time consuming.
Sulfur removal is an especially good test case, as sulfur is present
as over 1000 different molecular structures, ranging from
aliphatic sulfides and disulfides to aromatic thiophenes and
larger polycyclic benzothiophenes15–18 and at concentrations
from 0.1 wt% to 10 wt%.19 Sulfur content in crude oil negatively
impacts the efficiency and cost of refinery processes, reducing
the value of sour crude oils; moreover, very low sulfur levels are
required in most fuels to reduce engine emissions and prevent
poisoning of catalytic converters. However, the sulfur content
of remaining crude oil reserves is trending upward, pushing oil
companies to seek alternatives to standard hydrodesulfuriza-
tion (HDS), which requires a heterogeneous catalyst and high
pressure H2.
20–23 Moreover, the heavy oils that are increasingly
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being used as petroleum feeds can foul the HDS catalyst,
making the conventional approach even more challenging.
Because of these problems, pyrolysis (also called ‘‘thermal
coking’’) is commercially used to crack and partially desulfurize
some heavy, sulfur-rich streams. The drawback of thermal
coking is that much of the carbon is converted into a low-
value solid (‘‘coke’’). Supercritical water (SCW) treatment of
heavy sulfur-rich crude has the potential to reduce formation of
low-value solid coke, improving carbon efficiency, and does not
require catalyst or external hydrogen source. Previous research
suggests that the desulfurization and cracking of heavy oils in
SCW has the potential to be a sustainable, commercial-scale
process.24–30 However, large-scale commercialization of pro-
cesses using SCW has been impeded in part by a lack of
mechanistic details and kinetic information of the upgrading
and sulfur removal chemistry. As a step towards filling that gap,
we undertook a study to elucidate the mechanisms and rates of
hexyl sulfide decomposition with or without water present.
Patwardhan et al. measured the decomposition of hexyl
sulfide diluted in hexadecane in supercritical water from 400
to 450 1C in a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR), and
based on their measurements inferred that free radical chemistry
must be important in this system.31 However, that paper did
not present a detailed kinetic model or any quantum chemical
calculations to support their conclusions. Moreover, although
the presence of water can conceivably alter reaction rates due to
solvation effects, understanding all of the observed effects of
water are difficult if radical reactions are the only important
pathways. More recently, batch experiments and quantum
chemical calculations by Kida et al. demonstrated that beside
being a solvent, supercritical water may directly participate in
reacting with intermediates in sulfide decomposition.32 Kida
et al. proposed a chain reaction for hexyl sulfide decomposition
in the presence of water that included both radical and non-
radical reactions. While the evidence for this chain reaction
sequence is compelling, Kida et al. considered only a small
fraction of the many reactions that must occur during hexyl
sulfide decomposition. To date no comprehensive reaction
mechanism describes hexyl sulfide decomposition, either in
the presence or absence of supercritical water. Given the
availability of high quality kinetic and product yield data, we
choose hexyl sulfide decomposition as our model system to
demonstrate the use of RMG to describe sulfur chemistry in
supercritical water.
The accuracy of a desulfurization model requires accurate
thermo-chemical and detailed rate information for sulfur
compounds. Vandeputte et al.33–37 developed a detailed database
for the thermochemistry and kinetics of sulfur compounds.
Class et al. later extended the database to include reactions and
thermochemistry estimations for compounds including both
sulfur and oxygen, particularly for use in high-temperature
models involving sulfur compounds and water.38 The sulfur
database was validated in the Genesys kinetic model builder by
modeling the high temperature thermal decomposition of
diethyl sulfide and ethyl methyl sulfide, and it succeeded to
predict all of the major compounds of these experiments with
quantitative accuracy.39 This database has since been used
successfully with RMG to model the decomposition of di-tert-
butyl disulfide at 380 8C.14 These previous works establish that
RMG should be capable of handling sulfur chemistry, and here
we sought to apply RMG to hexyl sulfide decomposition as a
logical extension of previous work.
The purpose of this paper is first to present the development
and implementation of new sulfur thermochemistry and kinetic
calculations into the RMG software and databases. Secondly,
mechanisms are generated for the SCW desulfurization of neat
hexyl sulfide or hexyl sulfide dissolved in hexadecane, as well as
the pyrolysis of neat hexyl sulfide without water. Predictions
from these models are compared and validated by comparison
with recently published experimental data,31,32 as well as new
data measured at different water loadings varying from 0 to 60 wt%.
Sensitivity analysis is conducted to identify important reactions, and
potential strategies for further model improvement are proposed.
The results presented here extend the use of RMG to reaction
mixtures containing a supercritical solvent and for larger molecules
than have previously been considered for similar chemistries.
Accordingly, we anticipate that this work will benefit future work
to design new petrochemical processes involving supercritical water
desulfurization.
2 Methods
2.1 Batch reactor experiment
Kinetic data and yields were obtained in a batch reactor, which
has been described in detail elsewhere.32 In brief, a 316-
stainless steel batch reactor constructed of SITEC components
with an internal volume of 24 mL was used for all experiments.
Heating was provided to the reactor by a fluidized sand bath.
For the base experiment, hexyl sulfide and water were added to
the reactor in a 1 : 3 ratio (wt/wt). To investigate the concen-
tration effect of water on the production of pentane, the
amount of hexyl sulfide loaded into the reactor was fixed, and
the amount of water was adjusted from 0 to 60 wt%. A total of 8
water/sulfide ratios were investigated experimentally. The SCW
experiments were conducted at 400 1C. The pressure in the
reactor depends on the amount of water added; for the base
case it was 28  5 MPa, sufficient that the system is expected to
be a homogeneous supercritical mixture.40,41 Air was flushed
from the reactor by pressurization/depressurization by helium,
and 20 bar of He was left in the headspace upon sealing. The
same temperature was used for all experiments with different
initial water loadings, and as expected, the pressure was
observed to increase with increasing water load. Once the
reaction was quenched, the gas-phase product and liquid phase
products were collected and analyzed.
The gas-phase product was analyzed using a gas chromato-
graph (GC) equipped with a Shimadzu GC-FID for light hydro-
carbon products (GC-2014 with RT-Q bond column), a 6890N
Agilent GC-TCD for CO2 and H2S quantification (HP-1 column,
30 m  250 mm  0.25 mm). A De Jaye 5 Gas analyzer (NDIR)
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phase, the water and oil phase were separated using a centrifuge.
The oil phase was analyzed using a GC (7890A Agilent) with
a flame ionization detector (FID) and HP-5MS column (30 m 
250 mm  0.25 mm). Representative water samples were analyzed
for sulfur and trace metals content.
Considerable precautions were necessary for these experi-
ments, and researchers replicating them should use caution.
In addition to usual hazards of high pressure reactors and
temperature, if the reactions are run to high conversion using a
high concentration of hexyl sulfide, a significant amount of
toxic H2S with an unpleasant odor can be formed. Most of the
H2S product will be present in the gas phase but some will be
dissolved in the product liquids and might later evolve e.g.,
during centrifugation. Even small amounts of H2S that exit the
GC exhaust may be irritating. Adequate ventilation is essential.
For more details on the analytical instruments, reactor, and
experimental techniques, see Kida et al.32
2.2 Principles of automated mechanism generation
Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG-Java, version 4.0.1) employs
advanced methods in thermochemistry and kinetic parameter
estimation that allow the construction of complex reaction
networks.13,42,43 RMG has been used to generate accurate kinetic
models, including the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons and oxidation of
radicals during autoignition.14,44,45
More in-depth descriptions of the RMG software have been
provided elsewhere,46 so only a brief summary is presented
here. The heart of RMG is a rate-based algorithm that builds
chemical kinetic models from an initial set of reactants and
initial conditions; temperature, pressure, and species concen-
tration.45 RMG systematically constructs reaction pathways
between species present in the mixture, following a set of
reaction templates and referencing kinetic and thermodynamic
information stored in RMG’s database. Likely products from
the reaction mixture are added iteratively, and the resulting
differential equations are solved for the updated reaction
mechanism. In this sequential way, a reaction network for the
given initial conditions is formed until some termination
criterion (such as reactant conversion) is reached.
The accuracy of the model is determined by the accuracy of
the kinetic and thermochemical parameters used in the model;
RMG also uses these parameters to decide which chemical
reaction pathways should be included in the model at all. High
accuracy calculations are already available for many hydro-
carbons and small molecules.47 More recently, a detailed database
for the thermochemistry and kinetics of sulfur compounds was
developed by Vandeputte et al.33–37 The sulfur database was then
extended to include reactions and thermochemistry estimations
for compounds containing both sulfur and oxygen, particularly
for use in high-temperature models involving chemical reactions
of sulfur compounds and water.38 Collectively, these data
provide reasonably accurate rate estimations (within an order
of magnitude) for a variety of reactions that are potentially
relevant in our system, including the usual free radical reactions
as well as more specific reaction types, such as the addition of
water or hydrogen sulfide to a double-bond, ipso-additions to
sulfides, and intra-hydrogen abstractions in organosulfur com-
pounds (for a full list of reaction types in the RMG database, see
the work by Gao et al.).46 However, the database only covers a
very small percentage of all possible reactions that can occur,
and many other reactions predicted by RMG will not have
accurate rate parameters available. These other parameters
are estimated by analogy, similar to Benson’s method,48 but
more typically using quantum chemical calculations rather
than experimental data as the basis of the analogy, since there
are relatively few experimental data on relevant reactions.
Additional quantum chemical calculations are then conducted
to improve the accuracy of rate or thermochemical parameters
for reactions that are found to be important via sensitivity
analysis, or for new reaction types that may be relevant but are
not yet included in the RMG database.
2.3 Quantum chemical calculations
Thermochemical and kinetic data were calculated at the CBS-QB3
level of theory using the Gaussian 03 quantum chemistry
package.49 Particularly important parameters were further
refined using CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 energies, which have
been shown to be accurate to within about 2 kJ mol1 of the
basis set limit.38,50–52 All stable compounds were calculated in
their singlet state, and radical compounds were calculated in
their doublet states. Partition functions were calculated using the
CanTherm software package,53 using the recommended scaling
factor of 0.99 for the frequency analysis.54 One-dimensional
hindered rotations were also included in the analysis, using scans
at the B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) level for each rotatable bond. Hindered
rotor scans were stepped in 10 degree increments, and all other
coordinates were allowed to re-optimize at each step. The effective
moment of inertia I(2,3) for each hindered rotor was calculated at
the equilibrated geometry.55 The rotor coordinates were projected
out, and the remaining vibrational modes were approximated as
harmonic oscillators.
Thermochemistry data for most species were estimated using
Benson group additivity and previously calculated parameters.35,38,56
Additional thermochemical parameters were calculated from
vibrational frequencies using CanTherm. Enthalpy and entropy
of formation were calculated at 298 K, and heat capacities were
calculated at 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, and
2400 K. Bond additivity corrections were applied to obtain the
enthalpy values. At the present time, no reliable correction is
available for the CQS double-bond, due to lack of experimental
data.57 This introduces additional uncertainty of up to 4 kJ mol1
in the relevant thermochemical estimations, and it suggests an
avenue for future work in this area.
Tunneling corrections were applied to the rate constant
calculations using the asymmetric Eckart method, which has been
shown to provide accurate corrections for this type of chemistry.58,59
Rate constants were calculated in CanTherm using conventional
transition state theory (TST) at 59 temperatures between 300 and
2000 K. These were fitted to the modified Arrhenius expression,
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where T is the temperature and R is the gas constant. The three
coefficients to be fitted are the Arrhenius constant A, the tempera-
ture factor n, and the activation energy Ea. The rates were computed
in the forward direction, and the reverse rate coefficients computed
to be consistent with thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e.






The modified Arrhenius expression generally fits the calculated rate
constants with less than 20% error, although greater disagreement
is sometimes observed at lower temperatures (300 to 400 K) when
contributions from tunneling are significant. Additional caution
should be taken if using these kinetics data at lower temperatures.
For reactions involving water as a reactant, we assumed its
fugacity coefficient was j = 0.5, based on a compressibility
factor of 2 calculated at the supercritical conditions of Kida et al.32
This should be very close (within 10%) to the actual value in the
main batch reactor simulation involving supercritical water, but it
introduces additional uncertainty (potentially up to 50%) at some
of the lower water concentrations used in the variable water
experiment, where the mixture did not reach the critical point.
However, the exact value of this coefficient had little impact
on our product predictions for the low-water concentration
experiments.
All other species were assumed to be ideal, i.e. to have a
fugacity coefficient j = 1. Thus, the reaction rate estimated by
RMG for a bimolecular reaction between H2O and another
species, R, will be








This ideal gas assumption will be accurate for very dilute
species, which make up the vast majority of components in our
predicted reaction mechanisms. However, more concentrated
species (such as hexyl sulfide) may have a fugacity coefficient
around 0.5 at these conditions, based on calculations conducted
for a dodecane–water mixture. This introduces factor of 2
uncertainty in the relevant reaction rate estimates, although
this nonideal effect will cancel out for most reactions of
interest. In addition, we see that the fugacity coefficient of
water shows slight temperature and pressure dependence at
our conditions: the fugacity coefficient will increase with
increasing temperature and decrease with increasing partial
pressure. As these errors fall within our overall rate calculation
uncertainty, we have not decided to apply detailed fugacity
corrections in this work, but future modeling with accurate
fugacity data would likely improve the overall model accuracy.
Additional rate constants were calculated using the same
TST method based on the quantum chemical calculations by
Deng et al. for the hydrolysis of carbonyl sulfide.60 These were
then added to the RMG database.
2.4 Mechanism generation & reactor models
RMG was used to build a kinetic model valid at the reaction
conditions of Patwardhan et al., Kida et al., and the new
experiments reported here using varying amounts of water.
The temperature, pressure, and reactant concentrations for
each experiment were the main inputs for each simulation.
Due to limited computational resources, the need to model
reactants with greater than 13 heavy atoms (hexadecane and
hexyl sulfide), and the fact that the number of minor reactions
predicted by RMG increases dramatically with increasing con-
version, the goal conversion of hexyl sulfide in the RMG model
was set at 25% (likely leading to the omission of some products
only formed at high conversion). In addition, the maximum
number of carbon atoms allowed per species was set at 24,
causing the omission of very large products that would overly
tax the available computational resources. An edge tolerance of
0.01 was used.
In all cases, the reaction network was implemented in
CHEMKIN-PRO.54 Batch reactor experiments were simulated
using the closed homogenous reactor model; this assumes that
the reaction takes place in a single phase with perfect mixing,
and that the reactor volume remains constant and equally occu-
pied by the reaction mixture (i.e., there are no dead zones).61
The reactor was simulated as closely as possible to the
experimental conditions, with a five-minute linear heat-up
from ambient conditions to the experimental temperature of
400 1C. Initial reactant concentrations were calculated assuming a
homogeneous mixture of hexyl sulfide, water, and inert helium.
The CSTR experiments of Patwardhan et al. were modeled using
the perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) model and taking as initial
conditions the experimental feed compositions and reaction
conditions. This model assumes a homogenous mixture through-
out the reactor (including the outlet), as well as the other general
assumptions described previously for the closed homogenous
reactor model.
3 Results
The study by Kida et al. identified a possible mechanism for
alkyl sulfide decomposition in the presence of SCW32 to explain
the observation of carbon monoxide production. Since water
was the only source of O atoms in the reaction mixture, the
observation of a carbon monoxide product suggested that water
had reacted with the sulfide or an intermediate in its decom-
position. Quantum chemical calculations (presented here and
in the ESI,† Section S1) identified a plausible mechanism to
explain the observed products of hexane and hydrogen sulfide
(which were observed in both the presence and absence of
SCW) and pentane and carbon monoxide (which were only
observed in the presence of SCW). More extensive modeling
using RMG is useful in further elucidating the overall reaction
mechanism and the specific role of water, by considering
additional reactions involving minor products and reactive
intermediates. Some additional quantum chemical calculations
were conducted to expand the RMG database and explore
hypothesized pathways. These are discussed in the next two
sections, and additional reaction rate calculations are provided
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published CSTR and batch reactor data for hexyl sulfide
decomposition with and without SCW and explore the reaction
pathways involved in the different processes. Finally, we model
new batch reactor data to investigate the dependence on water
concentration.
3.1 Quantum chemical calculations for the water-catalyzed
elimination of H2S
Kida et al. reported rate parameters for the water-catalyzed
dehydration of geminal mercaptoalcohols, and these are shown
in Table 1.32 Hydrogen bonding of the transition state to an
additional water molecule increases the calculated first-order
decomposition rate of the mercaptoalcohol by an order of
magnitude. Water solvation effectively acts to catalyze this
decomposition and subsequently affects product branching.
Due to the comparative speed of the water-catalyzed reaction
in Table 1, a brief study was conducted to determine kinetic
parameters for three additional reactions, which are presented
in Table 2. The first reaction in Table 2, reaction (3), is the
elimination of water from the mercaptoalcohol compound to
form a thioaldehyde. A slightly lower activation energy was
calculated for this reaction as compared with the H2S elimina-
tion reaction in Table 1, but under the conditions of this study
reactions (2) and (3) will occur at similar rates. Thus, we expect
a significant amount of pentane and CO production from the
water-catalyzed elimination of H2S from the mercaptohexanol.
This is a key contribution of water, as the lighter products
formed in the presence of water decrease formation of heavy
products and aromatic rings, as will be discussed in the next
section.
In Table 2, reactions (4) and (5) are analogous to reactions
(2) and (3), respectively, but catalyzed by hydrogen sulfide
instead of water. In both cases, the transition state is stabilized
by the presence of the additional H2S molecule to form a six-
member ring. This stabilization effect is about 30 kJ mol1 less
than in the water-catalyzed version of both cases. Due to the
higher barrier and since H2S concentrations are less than water
concentrations, the H2S-catalyzed reactions should be negli-
gible compared with the water-catalyzed reactions. However,
the H2S-catalyzed reaction may be important in situations
where large amounts of H2S are present, including especially
pyrolysis conditions in the absence of water. The analogous
hexyl sulfide reactions for those presented in the two tables
have been added to the RMG database in the direction presented,
and the termolecular reverse reactions are also calculated by RMG
using thermodynamic consistency.
Table 1 Modified Arrhenius coefficients computed for the elimination of H2S to form acetaldehyde. A [s
1 for reaction (1), cm3 (mol s)1 for reaction (2)],
n (unitless), and Ea (kJ mol
1). Using calculations from Kida et al.32 with CCSD(T)-F12b energies. We assume a compressibility of 2 for super-critical water,
so our estimated fH2O at the base condition is jH2OyH2OP = 11.2 MPa
Rate parameters
log A n Ea
(1)
12.62 0.13 185.09
k (673 K) = 0.041 1 s1
(2)
0.54 3.05 93.20
k (673 K)  aH2O = 0.74 1 s
1
Table 2 Modified Arrhenius coefficients for three reactions catalyzed by H2O or H2S. A [cm




log A n Ea
(3) 1.08 2.59 86.02
(4) 0.79 3.44 115.06
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3.2 Quantum chemical calculations for cyclic sulfide
formation
Next, we considered formation of cyclic sulfides. A cyclic sulfide
formation reaction is a unimolecular radical addition, where a
radical attacks the sulfur atom of a thiocarbonyl group to form
a cyclic sulfur compound, as shown in Fig. 1. Formation of
cyclic sulfides is especially important to understand as it is a
likely step in the formation of aromatic sulfides, an important
class of highly stable sulfur-bearing compounds. Three cycliza-
tion reactions, listed in Table 3, were selected for this work as
possible intermediate steps as they led to the generation of
experimentally observed products ethyl-tetrahydrothiophene
and ethyl-thiophene. We hypothesize that these reactions
compete with the SCW addition reaction in the consumption
of the aforementioned thioaldehyde intermediate. Accordingly,
cyclization is expected to be a dominant pathway in the absence
of water.
Modified Arrhenius parameters of the three proposed cycli-
zation reactions are presented in Table 3, and the transition
state geometries are presented in Fig. 2. Reaction (6) has a
negligible activation energy in the forward direction, while the
activation energies of reactions (7) and (8) agree with one
another within the limits of computational precision. All three
of these reactions are exothermic in the cyclization direction.
Reaction (8) has the greatest barrier in the reverse direction, as
it requires the breaking of a stable thiophenic ring to form an
unstable thioketene. Reaction (6) in particular is very fast, with
a nanosecond time constant at the reaction temperatures of
interest.
3.3 Reaction path analysis using RMG
Having performed thermodynamic calculations on putative
intermediates and kinetic calculations on plausible side reac-
tions, the next step was to use RMG to develop a predictive
kinetic model for hexyl sulfide decomposition. Mechanisms
were generated by RMG in the presence and absence of water to
simulate batch reactor experiments that were previously con-
ducted at 400 1C.32 The SCW mechanism includes 273 species
and 5971 reactions. Reaction path analysis of the RMG mechan-
isms, Fig. 3, confirms that the formation of the major products
in the SCW treatment of hexyl sulfide occurs primarily via the
reaction pathways proposed by Kida et al.32 The RMG model
provides additional insight that the skeletal model proposed by
Kida et al. does not,32 and we detail these new insights here.
As expected, the main initiation step is predicted to be the
breaking of the relatively weak C–S bond (species 1 in Fig. 3).
The full RMG model predicts that the highest flux channel for
the cracking of hexyl sulfide starts with hydrogen abstract, which
accounts for 61% of the total decomposition. H-abstraction occurs
at the a-carbon (carbon adjacent to the sulfur atom), as the
resulting a-radical is stabilized by its proximity to the sulfur atom.
Production of small amounts of g-, d-, and e-radicals are predicted,
and these all are expected either to convert to the thermo-
dynamically preferred a-radical via intramolecular hydrogen
migration reactions or (mainly) react back to form the initial
reactant. The alpha-radical then undergoes beta scission reac-
tion (65% flux, relative to total hexyl sulfide decomposition)
to form hexyl radical—which abstracts a hydrogen atom to
become hexane (2)—and hexanethial, the latter of which will be
discussed in more detail.
The second major reaction pathway (27% flux) involves a
hydrogen abstraction from hexyl sulfide to form a b-radical,
which quickly undergoes beta scission to form 1-hexene (4) and
hexanethiyl radical (29% flux, as a small amount of beta radical
is produced through other pathways, such as intramolecular
hydrogen migration). Hexanethiyl radical further reacts to form
hexanethiol (3). The 1-hexene intermediate is predicted to
convert to 2-hexene (5) via hydrogen abstraction reactions.
Hexanethial produced by the beta scission of the alpha
radical is predicted to be consumed by two pathways. The main
one is the pentane (6) and CO production pathway proposed by
Kida et al. (Path 1 in Fig. 3). Most of the CO is predicted to react
with hexanethiyl radicals to form carbonyl sulfide (OCS), which
would likely react further to form the experimentally detected
CO2.
60 RMG also predicts that hexanethial undergoes a variety
of radical addition reactions, mainly attacking the carbon
side of the CQS double-bond and leading to the production
Fig. 1 A cyclic sulfide formation reaction.
Table 3 Calculated rate constants for cyclic sulfide formation reactions. A (s1), n (unitless), and Ea (kJ mol
1). From CCSD(T)-F12//B3LYP TST
calculations
Rate parameters Reverse
log A n Ea log A n Ea
(6) 6.65 1.17 1.15 13.50 0.02 107.01
(7) 11.90 0.10 44.78 14.37 0.36 81.78
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of heavier byproducts, some of which continue to react. Addi-
tional hexanethial consumption pathways are also predicted,
but with much smaller fluxes. While none of these byproducts
are observed experimentally, these pathways could be early
steps in the formation of large aromatic compounds, which
may explain the dark color of the product solution observed in
some of the experiments.32 These condensation pathways are
discussed further in the analysis of the anhydrous decomposi-
tion mechanism.
This analysis has demonstrated that the two reactions (H2O
addition and H2O-assisted H2S elimination) proposed by Kida
et al. are likely steps in the mechanism forming carbon dioxide
and pentane from hexyl sulfide, but we have only explored a few
of the possible ways for SCW to participate in this reaction
system. H2O has been demonstrated through quantum
chemical calculations to decrease the activation barrier of a
variety of intramolecular hydrogen-transfer reactions by about
half (Section S2, ESI†).60,62–67 These barrier decreases could
increase their respective reaction rates by multiple orders of
magnitude at supercritical conditions, significantly changing
the final product distributions. Thus, a thorough study of other
H2O-catalyzed reactions involving hexyl sulfide decomposition
intermediates may substantially improve our understanding of
this chemistry.
In the absence of water, RMG constructed a mechanism
for hexyl sulfide pyrolysis consisting of 277 species and 6155
reactions. For the most part, the major reaction pathways for
pyrolysis in the absence of water are the same as in the SCW
case, and the total flux analysis for this mechanism is presented
in Fig. 4. The hydrolysis of the thioaldehyde shown in Fig. 3
is not possible in the absence of water, which necessarily
increases the flux through the condensation pathways relative
to those observed in the SCW mechanism. In addition, a
significant amount of the thioaldehyde is predicted to form
thiophene after a hydrogen abstraction and cyclization pathway; this
is in contrast to the ethyl-thiophene that was observed experi-
mentally but only predicted in trace amounts computationally.
In both models, the weak S–H single-bond provides an
important source of hydrogen in an auto-catalytic manner, as
described by Shum and Benson for the pyrolysis of dimethyl
sulfide.68 In the presence of SCW, 65% of the predicted hexane
is formed through hydrogen abstraction from H2S, and the
resulting mercapto radical then regains its hydrogen from hexyl
sulfide:
In the absence of SCW, a substantially higher concentration
of hexanethiol and larger thiols are predicted—in addition to
hydrogen disulfide—and these molecules provide hydrogen for
70% of the hexane production predicted by our model. The
thioaldehyde also serves as a hydrogen donor, leading to slight
production of 1-hexenethiol. A small amount of this thiol
remains as a product, but some of it reacts further to become
a thiyl radical, which adds back on to the thioaldehyde in the
most prevalent (7% flux) condensation reaction predicted by
RMG. This pathway leads to formation of a 12-carbon diene and
hydrogen disulfide.
Dienes have been predicted as products in both models
although they are not observed experimentally. This may cor-
respond to the amount of coke—non-volatile products with a
high aromatic content—that was observed in both experiments.
Although coke yield was not quantified, it was clear that more
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coke was produced in the absence of water than in the
presence, due to the darker color of the pyrolysis product and
greater formation of carbon (about 30%) that could be not
quantified by GC analysis of gas- and liquid-phase products.32
This 30% of unquantifiable carbon agrees reasonably well with
the nearly 20% of dienes (27% when thiophene is included)
predicted in the RMG mechanism in the absence of SCW. Thus,
we propose that the production of dienes and cyclic species
from the thioaldehyde is an early step in the production of
larger compounds that are insufficiently volatile for detection
using GC. Unfortunately, using RMG to track accumulation of
heavy species in detailed mechanisms is extremely difficult, as
there is no single ‘‘coke molecule,’’ but many different large
species that will individually have very small concentrations.
Using the current version of RMG with available computational
resources, building a comprehensive mechanism including
species with more than 30 heavy atoms is not practical.
Improving the ability of mechanism generation software to
capture large-molecule chemistry is a topic of on-going
research.69
3.4 RMG model validation for hexyl sulfide conversion in a
CSTR
The sulfur content of the batch experiments (effectively 15 wt%)
is much greater than typical crude oils. Experiments with more
realistic sulfur concentrations were required for more direct
Fig. 3 Predicted reaction fluxes for the SCW desulfurization of hexyl sulfide at 400 1C. The reactant and experimentally observed products are encased
in boxes, while the unobserved product is encased in a dashed box. Percentages represent total proportion of reacted hexyl sulfide proceeding through a
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comparison with crude oils. Accordingly, an additional mecha-
nism was generated using RMG to model a reaction mixture
consisting of hexyl sulfide and hexadecane, simulating the SCW
reaction conditions used by Patwardhan et al.31 The CSTR
mechanism was generated for reaction temperatures between
400 and 450 1C, and it contains 140 species and 1957 reactions.
The predicted reaction pathways for hexyl sulfide decomposition
are largely similar to the hexyl sulfide + SCW case, although the
radical pool is different in the hexadecane case. C–S bond scission
remains the dominant initiation reaction, but as hexadecane was
present in a much greater concentration than hexyl sulfide in the
CSTR experiments, radicals produced by the hexadecane solvent
exist in a higher concentration than do radicals produced directly
from reactions of hexyl sulfide.
The model predictions are compared with experimental data
for hexyl sulfide conversion in Fig. 5. Overall, RMG predicts
Fig. 4 Predicted reaction fluxes for the pyrolysis of hexyl sulfide at 400 1C in the absence of water. The reactant and experimentally observed products
are encased in boxes, while unobserved products are encased in dashed boxes. Percentages represent total proportion of reacted hexyl sulfide
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sulfide conversion within about 20%, with underprediction at
the lowest temperature and a more significant overprediction
at the highest. Due to constraints imposed by limited compu-
tational resources, the model does not include species only
formed at high conversions, and it is likely to be inaccurate
at the higher conversions observed in the 450 1C or long
residence time CSTR experiments. Fig. 5, therefore, shows
that even an incomplete RMG model can predict conversions
to within about 20%, which suggests that the model includes
all of the most important pathways and that future refinement
can realistically bring the model into better quantitative
agreement.
3.5 RMG model validation for product distributions in a
batch reactor
3.5.1 SCW mechanism. Having validated the RMG models
by comparison with the available conversion data, we sought to
compare predicted yields of major products with observations –
and to perform sensitivity analyses to determine which pathways
were the most sensitive to uncertainties in the values of estimated
rate parameters. We used batch reactor data for this comparison,
as these experiments provided greater amounts of yield data than
the CSTR experiments. All of the major products observed for
previously reported batch reactor experiments32 are predicted
within about 20% for SCW treatment. Comparisons are presented
in Fig. 6 for hexyl sulfide, hexane, hexenes, hexanethiol, and
pentane (note that the first 5 minutes, the reactor heat-up time,
are not presented in these figures). The conversion of hexyl sulfide
and concentrations of hexane and hexenes are predicted with
excellent accuracy in comparison to experimental data. The RMG
model qualitatively captures the dynamic trend observed for
hexanethiol yields, although the consumption rate of the thiol
is overpredicted in comparison with the experimental data.
In addition, pentane, a key product of the SCW experiments, is
predicted accurately by the kinetic model; as explained previously,
pentane is formed predominantly by the SCW-hexanethial
pathway proposed by Kida et al.32
Normalized sensitivity coefficients for hexyl sulfide concen-
tration were calculated at a reaction time of 6 minutes, which
was soon after thermal equilibration at the reaction temperature
Fig. 5 Comparison of RMG model predictions (curves) with data (points)
of Patwardhan et al. for hexyl sulfide conversion in hexadecane/SCW
mixtures in a CSTR at 235 bar, T = 400–450 1C.
Fig. 6 Comparison of detailed kinetic model predictions with batch reactor data for hexyl sulfide in SCW at 400 1C at the base-case composition. Model
(curves), experimental data () from Kida et al.32 During the 5 minutes heat-up, there is negligible conversion of hexyl sulfide (both observed and
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of 400 1C. The ten reactions with the highest sensitivity coeffi-
cients are presented in Fig. 7. At this reaction time, the most
sensitive reaction for hexyl sulfide decomposition is the beta-
scission of the alpha-radical to form hexanethial and hexyl radical,
which are intermediates in the main predicted product pathway
to form pentane and hexane, respectively. Hydrogen transfer
reactions involving H2S and hexanethial are also important
to the overall prediction of the sulfide decomposition rate.
Although they are involved in minor pathways, the prediction
is also sensitive to disproportionation reactions (and reverse
disproportionations) involving hexanethial and subsequent
intermediates, as these can have an important impact on the
number of radical species available for hydrogen abstraction
reactions. The rate estimates for these reactions have greater
uncertainty than the other reactions in Fig. 7. In particular, two
of these disproportionation reactions (the third and ninth most
sensitive reactions) are only roughly estimated by the RMG
database based on quantum chemical calculations for similar
(but not identical) radical centers. We expect at least order-of-
magnitude uncertainty in these reactions, and we recommend
for them to be studied further to potentially improve the
prediction accuracy of the model.
Despite our best efforts, even the more precisely known rate
constants also have uncertainties of a factor of 2 or more.
Uncertainty in thermodynamic parameters is also a factor,
particularly in the estimation of beta-scission reaction rates.
Thus, order-of-magnitude uncertainty remains the norm for
this type of complicated model, although cancellation of errors
will sometimes result in more accurate predictions, like those
observed for most of the products in this case.
3.5.2 Anhydrous pyrolysis mechanism. The predicted con-
version of hexyl sulfide, and production of hexane, hexenes,
and hexanethiol are compared with batch reactor experiments
in Fig. 8. The pyrolysis model disagrees with experimental
conversion by about a factor of two. This difference is primarily
due to the sequence of disproportionation reactions that form
ethyl-thiophene and thiophene. These reactions are predicted
to decrease the overall radical pool significantly, reducing the
conversion in the model. But clearly these reactions are over-
predicted by model, since the main predicted product of these
reactions, thiophene, was not observed experimentally. All major
products are predicted within a factor of 2, although hexenes are
significantly overproduced in the model at late times (corres-
ponding to high conversions). Hexenes are produced both directly
from the initial decomposition of hexyl sulfide, and also by the
secondary decomposition of hexanethiol. However, subsequent
reactions that consume the hexenes—such as the condensation
reactions discussed previously—are expected based on the experi-
mental data, but some of these hexene-consuming reactions are
apparently missing or underpredicted in the model.
3.6 Effect of water concentration
As a final test of the model, additional batch reactor experi-
ments were conducted to investigate the dependence of
pentane production on the initial concentration of water, and
mechanisms were generated using RMG to model these experi-
ments. The comparison of the model predictions and experi-
mental data is presented in Fig. 9. The RMG model significantly
underpredicts the production of pentane at low concentrations
of water, and slightly overpredicts it at high concentrations.
Fig. 7 Normalized sensitivity coefficients for hexyl sulfide concentration, calculated at t = 360 s for the reaction conditions of Fig. 6. Negative sensitivity
coefficients indicate that an increase in a given reaction’s forward and reverse rate coefficient would increase the rate of hexyl sulfide consumption. All
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This disagreement underscores the complexity of the chemistry
occurring in this system. Experiments below a water/sulfide
ratio of 0.5 (the first 5 experimental points in Fig. 9) did not
reach the critical pressure. These experiments were therefore
conducted in superheated steam. At these low-water conditions,
reaction (1) is more important than reaction (2). As the water
loading increases so that the pressure exceeds water’s critical
point, the production of pentane is predicted to increase but then
level off at a pentane yield greater than what is observed experi-
mentally. The pentane overprediction could be due to the absence
of important competing pathways for thioaldehyde consumption.
Thioaldehyde is expected to be a major source of the experi-
mentally observed ‘‘coke’’ (colored, nonvolatile material), which
was produced in both the water and no-water cases (but decreased
when supercritical water was present). This molecular-weight
growth chemistry is extremely complex and currently very difficult
to predict, but continued improvements in computational methods
will make possible the examination of these important pathways.
4 Conclusions
Reaction mechanisms have been generated using the auto-
mated reaction mechanism generator to model the decomposi-
tion of hexyl sulfide, with and without the presence of
hexadecane and water from 400 to 450 1C. Quantum chemical
calculations have been completed to improve the rate constant
and thermochemistry estimations used in mechanism genera-
tion. Calculations on the formation of carbon monoxide and
pentane from thioaldehyde confirm the previous hypothesis
that a water-catalyzed pathway accelerates CO formation at high
water concentrations. Rate constants and thermochemistry para-
meters have also been calculated for intramolecular hydrogen
migration reactions, as well as other reactions potentially relevant
to the formation of thiophenic compounds from sulfide pyrolysis.
CSTR models using the RMG mechanism provide excellent
agreement with experimental data for the decomposition of
hexyl sulfide in the presence of hexadecane and SCW. Good agree-
ment is also observed between experimental measurements and
model predictions for almost all of the products generated in the
experiments performed in batch reactors. Sensitivity analysis for
hexyl sulfide conversion shows that reasonable rate constant
estimations are employed for the most important reactions in the
simulation, but as always, more accurate and computationally
expensive calculations could possibly improve agreement with the
data. This work can help guide future calculations and experiments
to focus on the thermochemical and kinetic parameters that are
most important in controlling this chemistry. Overall, the work
shows that we now have a semi-quantitative understanding of the
details of alkylsulfide decomposition chemistry, and of the key
reactions between sulfur-containing intermediates and water that
lead to desulfurization.
While the detailed kinetic models presented here are generally
in accord with experiment for the major reaction channels, some
clear discrepancies persist; e.g., the model predicts significant
thiophene yield under pyrolytic conditions, but this was not
observed. Also, the models are not comprehensive, missing some
important molecular weight growth reactions and other secondary
reactions that become important at high conversions. Additionally,
we have only explored a few of the many possible avenues for SCW
to participate as a reactant in this system. Technical improvements
in the modeling methodology over the next few years could over-
come some of these limitations. It is also possible that our under-
standing of organosulfur chemistry is incomplete, and there is new
chemistry to discover. Improved models for the known chemistry
may make it easier to identify if additional types of reactions are
important at these technologically important conditions.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of RMG model with batch reactor data for hexyl
sulfide pyrolysis at 400 1C. Full mechanism (solid), experimental data ()
from Kida et al.32 During the 5 minutes heat-up, there is negligible
conversion of hexyl sulfide (both observed and predicted), so we start
the time-axis at t = 5 minutes.
Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental data and RMG simulations for pro-
duction of pentane in 30 minutes in a 400 1C batch reactor, from different
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